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1. What information is available about the salinity issues in the region? 

Publications from university, state federal agencies 

-Confusion between salinity and sodicity at the practitioner level 

Use hotspot targeting, crop specific targeting 

Information available at small scales not at regional scale 

New ways of treatment, cultivars, 

Farmers and others who work on field know the practical issues 

Public not familiar-lack of education-get information to people (users) 

Farmers need more products-solutions should answer that need not to conserver water 

Increase production-increase water using efficiency, increase recharge and proper leaching fraction 

Irrigation return water (not that much) used to be  

>4.5 not to apply for irrigation 

Change in attitude 

Use concentration for crops-mix at different levels 

 

2. What are the tools to address salinity issues? 

Tool- idea, technology 

Identify hot-spot, how much salt, type of soil and design the tool 

Physical, chemical and biological 

Gather information  appropriate cultivable 



Can by products in saline water such as Gypsum directly supplied to farm to alleviate solidicity 

Solar distillation – separate salt- use to make for example, bricks, problem is the foot print- difficulties to 

apply new tech at field-scale 

Causes of salinity vary with region- shallow ground water, natural and anthropogenic 

Standard is saturated paste extract but not everyone uses that.  

Different operating procedures at labs- not comparable- need a universal method (standardize) 

Farmers do what they are good- don’t change the practices- 

After saturation model, irrigation 

Extremophilic bacteria 

 

3. Are there easily accessible guidance to address increasing salinity issues? 

Yes. Since 1960s- publications 

Information is available but is it accessible to farmers? Yes 

Do farmers exchange information and get easily, most have good dataset for their field 

 

4. Shall we encourage to desalinate water? 

YES 

To increase products 

Farming with productive use of concentrate 

New technique- just remove Na 

Need to figure out what to do with concentrate 

Predictive systems for synco?? 

Too much unknowns 

Fossil water content? 

 

 


